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Grandstream GUV3050 HD Bluetooth Headset

Product Name: Grandstream GUV3050 HD Bluetooth Headset

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: GUV3050

Please Note: This product has been discontinued. For an alternative, please see the other
Grandstream VoIP Headsets.

Grandstream GUV3050 HD Bluetooth Headset
The Grandstream GUV3050 is an HD Bluetooth Headset that pairs with laptops, computers, IP
phones and other devices to offer high-quality, wireless sound. Ideal for remote workers and busy
environments, this Bluetooth headset features a noise cancellation microphone that minimises
background noise to provide crisp HD audio. The GUV3050 easily pairs with any Bluetooth
device, provides all day comfort thanks to an adjustable headband, and comes equipped with a
charging base station.
Grandstream GUV3050 Key Features

ï¿½ HD Audio for crystal clear and easy communication
ï¿½ Bluetooth compatible and can be paired with up to two devices at the same time
ï¿½ Noise canceling technology to minimise background noise
ï¿½ Integrated ring-shaped busy lights on both sides of headset to indicate a call in progress
ï¿½ Offers an adjustable headband, in-line controls and left or right wearing style
ï¿½ USB adapter and charging base station included

The GUV3050 is compatible with any Bluetooth-enabled device, as well as any device that offers
a USB connection using the included USB dongle, including mobile devices, laptops computers
and Grandstream IP phones. The headset supports all major third-party communication platforms,
apps and softphones as well as Grandstream&rsquo;s IPVideoTalk Meetings and Wave app. By
offering crystal-clear HD audio, easy Bluetooth pairing, comfortable use and wide compatibility,
the GUV3050 is ideal for remote workers, call centers, receptionists, sales teams and more.
Grandstream GUV3050 Technical Specifications
General

ï¿½ Connection: Bluetooth 4.2, allows for dual connectivity for two Bluetooth devices
simultaneously
ï¿½ Bluetooth: Class 2 and Bluetooth 4.2
ï¿½ Talk time: Up to 12 hours
ï¿½ Audio control: Hook off/on, Mic Mute, Speaker volume up/down on headset
ï¿½ Integrated busy light: Red lights on both ear cups are activated automatically when on a call
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth music mode: 20Hz - 20kHz
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth communication mode: 150Hz - 6.8kHz
ï¿½ Microphone type: Medium-length boom arm with Noise Canceling unidirectional
ï¿½ Microphone frequency range: 150Hz - 6.8kHz
ï¿½ Temperature:           

ï¿½ Operating: -10&#730;C to + 40&#730;C
ï¿½ Storage: -20&#730;C to + 50&#730;C

ï¿½ Headset Weight: 158g
ï¿½ Packaging dimensions:           

ï¿½ Headset: 155x36x180mm
ï¿½ Charging stand: 100x81x108mm
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ï¿½ Packaging: User Guide, GUV3050 BT headset, GUV-UDG01 Bluetooth USB adaptor,
charging stand

Please Enquire
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